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Dreaming Trees provides a wonderful opportunity to be inspired by nature and to think
about the trees around us and the words we can use to describe them.

Trees can be a starting point for creative writing and developing persuasive arguments
and the scientific research which shows us how trees communicate with each other over a

‘wood wide web’ can inspire a personal response and provide a text to identify key
messages.

The title ‘Dreaming Trees’ also provides a challenge to bring this to life by considering
what trees dream of while they look to be sleeping until spring.

Introduction
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KEY STAGE 1
Curriculum objectives

Apply phonic knowledge and skills
Read aloud
Develop spelling and hand writing
Become familiar with key stories,
fairy stories and traditional tales,
retelling them and considering their
particular characteristics
Introduce non-fiction books
Discuss word meanings
Participate in discussion about
books, poems and other works

Learning intention
Find books and poems that include trees

Think about how trees are shown in books and poems – do they talk
to each other?

Identify adjectives to describe trees - please refer to activity

Look at the photos of the illuminated trees and find words to describe
it

Resources
Please refer to our resource sheet:
Light shows and illuminations 
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Activity
Adjectives activity using The Lorax. Please refer to our activity
page (next page)



KEY STAGE 1
Find a book that includes trees

Identify adjectives and think of your own

Discuss characteristics in the story

Adjectives Activity 

learning intention

Part 1:
Read The Lorax, Dr Seuss
Alternatively, watch this video (15 mins) of Danny DeVito reading
the story: https://youtu.be/VlmgIPxfRbs

Part 2:
As a group decide on adjectives to describe the Lorax – what
does he look like, sound, feel and smell like?  Look back at the
book, what words does the author use to describe the Lorax? 

Now do the same for the setting of the book, before and after the
Once-ler has cut down the trees.

Activity credit to: https://discovertheforest.org/lorax

Activity
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KEY STAGE 2
Curriculum objectives

Apply reading and writing knowledge
and skills
Plan writing and select appropriate
grammar and vocabulary
Prepare poems showing
understanding through intonation,
tone, volume and action 
Understand what they read in books
and draw inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives
Retrieve information

Learning intention
Write a response to ‘What do trees dream about?’ - please also refer
to activity 1 (next page)

Prepare a poem with the title Dreaming Trees

Create a tree charter (or a set of rules) to protect the trees in the
school or in a nearby park - please refer to activity 2 (next page)

Please refer to our activity page and resources
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Activity

Resources
Please refer to our resource sheets:
Light shows and illuminations 
What do trees dream of? 



KEY STAGE 2 Think about how the setting changes (before and after the Once-ler
has cut down the trees). What do you think the trees in the story
would dream about? Is this the same as the trees in a park in
Jersey?

Look at our What do trees dream about? resource sheet for more
ideas.

Activities

Activity 1: dreaming trees

Each time the Lorax visits the Once-ler he tells him of another rule that
he has broken. He tries to tell him that each of his actions are causing
an effect. 

Look at the book and identify each of the rules that the Once-ler breaks.
Write these down in a list - groups could discuss or debate about
whether these are rules that should be kept, or whether they are ok to
break. 

Create a charter of rules (aim for between 3 and 5 rules) to protect the
trees in the school or in a nearby park.

YouTube clip: The Last Tree Falls, The Lorax (3.22 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6COmPgYOdA

Activity 2: tree charter

Read The Lorax, Dr Seuss and...

7Activity credit to: https://discovertheforest.org/lorax
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KEY STAGE 3
Curriculum objectives

Write accurately, fluently, effectively
and at length for pleasure and
information 
Write for a wide range of purposes
and audiences, including notes
Summarise and organise material
including supporting ideas and
arguments with any necessary
factual detail
Apply their growing knowledge of
vocabulary, grammar and text
structure to their writing and
selecting the appropriate form

Learning intention
Write a story or poem with the title Dreaming Trees - please refer to
our resource sheet

Watch the BBC video that explains the Wood Wide Web to retrieve
key information and write notes to communicate this

Resources

Please refer to our Wood Wide Web activity (next page)
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Activity

Please refer to our resource sheet:
What do trees dream of?

BBC video explaining the Wood Wide Web (1.47 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWOqeyPIVRo

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWOqeyPIVRo


KEY STAGE 3
wood wide web Activity

Identify any new words 
Wood Wide Web (fungal network that allows trees to
share resources)
Mother Trees (older trees)

Identify the main ways trees use the Wood Wide Web

Write some notes to explain the video to someone who hasn’t
watched it – what have you learnt from the video and how did
the video make you feel about trees?

Watch the BBC video explaining the Wood Wide Web (1.47
mins): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWOqeyPIVRo

Summary of video: Trees talk and share resources right under
our feet, using a fungal network nicknamed the Wood Wide Web.
Some plants use the system to support their offspring, while
others hijack it to sabotage their rivals.

Activities:

Activity
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KEY STAGE 4
Curriculum objectives

Understand and critically evaluate
texts
Make an informed personal response
Write accurately, fluently, effectively
and at length for pleasure and
information 
Apply their growing knowledge of
vocabulary, grammar and text
structure to their writing and
selecting the appropriate form

Learning intention
Write a story or poem with the title Dreaming Trees - please refer to
our resource sheet

Read the provided excerpt from Finding the Mother Tree by Suzanne
Simard and write a personal response (provided on next page)

Watch a short video where the author of Finding the Mother Tree, Dr
Suzanne Simard, talks about her book. Write down some bullet
points (3-5 points) to summarise what the book is about.

Resources
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Please refer to our resource sheets:
What do trees dream of?
Avatar and the home tree

Dr Suzanne Simard talks about her book (4 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PvbU6fV8pg

BBC video explaining the Wood Wide Web (1.47 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWOqeyPIVRo 10

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/602589/finding-the-mother-tree-by-suzanne-simard/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PvbU6fV8pg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWOqeyPIVRo


Read the following paragraph and write a personal response that
includes how you feel about the scientific research and the fact that
trees communicate (please refer to BBC video as an additional
explanatory resource).

‘The trees soon revealed startling secrets. I discovered that they are in a
web of interdependence, linked by a system of underground channels,
where they perceive and connect and relate with an ancient intricacy
and wisdom that can no longer be denied. I conducted hundreds of
experiments, with one discovery leading to the next, and through this
quest I uncovered the lessons of tree-to-tree communication, of the
relationships that create a forest society. The evidence was at first highly
controversial, but the science is now known to be rigorous, peer-
reviewed, and widely published. It is no fairy tale, no flight of fancy, no
magical unicorn, and no fiction in a Hollywood movie. ‘

Excerpted from Finding the Mother Tree by Suzanne Simard. Copyright
© 2021 by Suzanne Simard.

KEY STAGE 4
finding the mother tree
Activity

Activity
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Resource sheet:  
avatar and the home tree
(key stage 4)

The concept of the ‘home tree’ in Avatar (2009) which
creates a neural network with all living things on the planet
is based on the Mother Tree concept by Dr Suzanne
Simard. 

An article on this subject can be found here:
https://fantasticfungi.com/avatar-and-the-real-life-wood-
wide-web/
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Resource sheet:  
light shows and
illuminations

Light shows and illuminations take place across the globe to show off natural and manufactured
landscapes, to bring people together and to communicate different messages.

We have included some of our favourite examples in this pack.
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1 Heligan Night Garden

The Lost Gardens of Heligan in Cornwall create
an ‘enchanting lantern experience’ and
illuminate a magical garden trail.

Reference:

Watch the video (1 minute):
https://vimeo.com/773411482
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2 The Enchanted Forest, Scotland

2022’s event was the 20th anniversary show and blended light, video and sound to
make the Faskally Wood come to life. Every year the event has a theme, 2022 was
Together ‘inspired by the hopeful public mood of togetherness that so many are now
enjoying after such a long time apart’.

Reference: 
https://www.enchantedforest.org.uk/
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3 Illuminated River, London

This is a long term art installation that transforms the Thames
at night with a series of environmentally conscious light works
that span nine bridges in central London. It spans 3.2 miles in
length and is the longest public art commission in the world.

References:
https://illuminatedriver.london/
Watch the YouTube video: 
https://youtu.be/Mo7mvqFN2pg
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4 other examples

Copenhagen Light Festival:
https://copenhagenlightfestival.org/

 

 
Amsterdam Light Festival: 

https://amsterdamlightfestival.com/en
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Resource sheet:  
what do trees dream of?

Scientific research has shown that trees communicate with each other, share resources, support
the eco-system and work together over a ‘wood wide web’. 

Over the winter, we can think of trees as sleeping as they conserve their energy and wait for
spring.

If trees are sleeping, perhaps they dream. What do you think trees dream of?
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OVER 100
YEARS OLD
Trees live to be hundreds of years old,
for example this Sweet Chestnut tree in
Howard Davis Park is over 100 years
old.
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If a tree has lived for 100 years, they have lived
through historic events and changes in how we live
day to day, for example the use of cars, increase in
buildings, changes in fashion and music and
technology. 

Their environment has changed (think about the
changes in noise, air quality and weather as
examples) and the people around them have
changed (think about how we dress, how we talk (for
example Jèrriais) and how we use the park).

What do you think trees dream of?

Coumme est qu'tu'es 
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